A cell processing method and device for a Switch Fabric (SF) chip are disclosed, which belong to the field of communications. The SF chip includes a unicast route table, which is multiplexed in two working modes and is looked up according to a unicast cell, and a multicast route table, which is multiplexed in the two working modes and is looked up according to a multicast cell. The cell processing method for an SF chip includes: the SF chip receives a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extracts a destination Identifier (ID) of the cell; the SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell; and the SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap and outputs the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap. With the technical solutions of the disclosure, the SF chip in a cascade switching system can adapt to different working modes.
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Fig. 2

The SF chip receives a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extracts a destination ID of the cell

The SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell

The SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap, and outputs the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap

Fig. 3

Receiving module -> First processing module -> Second processing module -> Sending module
Fig. 5
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Note: The diagram is a grid with coordinates and symbols.
CELL PROCESSING METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SWITCH FABRIC CHIP

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of communications, and in particular to a cell processing method and device for a Switch Fabric (SF) chip.

BACKGROUND

In existing core switching networks, multistage interconnected cluster technology is mostly adopted to implement a high-performance router for a network with switching capacity of over T bits. Such high-performance router is mainly applied in a backbone network to provide excellent Quality of Service (QoS) performance, with the typical structure as shown in FIG. 1. It can be seen that an SF chip is in two working modes in a two-stage interconnected network.

In the first working mode, the SF chip is on a cascaded rack and is connected with a Switch Access (SA) chip and an SF chip of the next stage. The working mode is logically divided into two procedures: firstly, a cell is obtained from the SA chip to be switched to the SF chip of the next stage; and then, the cell is obtained from the SF chip of the next stage to be switched to the SA chip. The two procedures are referred to as SF1 and SF3 respectively and the first working mode is referred to as SF13 mode.

In the second working mode, the SF chip is on a cascaded rack and a cell is obtained in the SF1 and is then switched in the SF3. The second mode is referred to as SF2 mode.

In the two working modes, the SF chip processes the cell differently. In order to enable the SF chip to adapt to different working modes, it is necessary to set a processing circuit for each working mode of the SF chip independently. However, this may affect the scale and power consumption of the chip as well as reliability of the chip.

SUMMARY

A technical problem to be solved by the disclosure is to provide a cell processing method and device for an SF chip, so as to enable the SF chip in a cascade switching system to adapt to different working modes.

In order to solve the technical problem, the technical solutions provided by embodiments of the disclosure are as follows.

In one aspect, a cell processing method for an SF chip is provided. The SF chip includes: a unicast route table, which is multiplexed in two working modes and is looked up according to a unicast cell, and a multicast route table, which is multiplexed in the two working modes and is looked up according to a multicast cell. The two working modes are an SF13 mode and an SF2 mode. The cell processing method for an SF chip includes:

the SF chip receives a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extracts the destination Identifier (ID) of the cell;

the SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell; and

the SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap, and outputs the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

The process that the SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number to determine the first bitmap corresponding to the cell may include: when the cell is a multicast cell, the destination ID of the multicast cell is a multicast ID; and

the SF chip looks up an SF1 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode;

the SF chip looks up an SF3 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and

the SF chip looks up an SF2 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

The process that the SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain the second bitmap and outputs the cell to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap may include:

the SF chip replaces ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of an output link;

the SF chip selects, in a polling way, an output link from available output links corresponding to each trunk group in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, to obtain the second bitmap in which the available output links are equal to trunk groups in number; and

the SF chip replicates the multicast cell, and outputs a plurality of replicated multicast cells to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

The process that the SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number to determine the first bitmap corresponding to the cell may include: when the cell is a unicast cell, the destination ID of the unicast cell is a unicast ID; and

the SF chip looks up an SF1 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode;

the SF chip looks up an SF3 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and

the SF chip looks up an SF2 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

The process that the SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain the second bitmap and outputs the cell to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap may include:

the SF chip replaces ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of the output link; and

the SF chip selects, in a polling way, an output link from all available output links in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, and outputs the unicast cell to the downstream apparatus through the output link.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides a cell processing device for an SF chip. The SF chip includes: a unicast route table, which is multiplexed in two working modes and is looked up according to a unicast cell, and a multicast route table, which is multiplexed in the two working modes and is looked up according to a multicast cell. The two
working modes are an SF13 mode and an SF2 mode. The cell processing device for an SF chip includes:

- a receiving module configured to receive a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extract a destination ID of the cell;
- a first processing module configured to look up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell;
- a second processing module configured to perform load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap; and
- a sending module configured to output the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

When the cell is a multicast cell, the destination ID of the multicast cell is a multicast ID, and the first processing module may be configured to:

look up an SF1 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode;

look up an SF3 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and

look up an SF2 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

The second processing module may be configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of an output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from available output links corresponding to each trunk group in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, to obtain the second bitmap in which the available output links are equal to trunk groups in number; and

the sending module may be configured to replicate the multicast cell and output a plurality of replicated multicast cells to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

When the cell is a unicast cell, the destination ID of the unicast cell is a unicast ID; and

the first processing module may be configured to:

look up an SF1 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode;

look up an SF3 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and

look up an SF2 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

The second processing module may be configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of the output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from all available output links in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros; and

the sending module may be configured to output the unicast cell to the downstream apparatus through the output link.

The embodiments of the disclosure have the advantages as follows:

In the above solutions, the SF chip includes the unicast route table for unicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes and the multicast route table for multicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes. The two working modes are the SF13 mode and the SF2 mode. After the cell is received by the SF chip, the SF chip can look up the route table according to the working mode of the SF chip, and the destination ID and the input link number of the cell, to determine the bitmap corresponding to the cell, so as to output the cell to the downstream apparatus. By means of the disclosure, the SF chip can adapt to different working modes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the working mode of an SF chip in the related art;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the flow of a cell processing method for an SF chip in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the structure of a cell processing device for an SF chip in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing the data flow of an SF chip in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the structure of a multicast route table in an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing the structure of a unicast route table in an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to make the technical problem to be solved, technical solutions and beneficial effects of the disclosure clearer and easier to understand, the disclosure is elaborated below with reference to the drawings and embodiments.

Embodiments of the disclosure provide a cell processing method and device for an SF chip, to enable the SF chip in a cascade switching system to adapt to different working modes.

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the flow of a cell processing method for an SF chip in an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the embodiment includes:

Step 201: The SF chip receives a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extracts a destination ID of the cell.

Step 202: The SF chip looks up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell.

Step 203: The SF chip performs load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap and outputs the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

The SF chip includes the unicast route table for unicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes and the multicast route table for multicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes. The two working modes are the SF13 mode and the SF2 mode. After the cell is received by the SF chip, the SF chip can look up a route table according to the working mode of the SF chip, and the destination ID and the input link number of the cell, to determine the bitmap corresponding to the cell, so as to output the cell to the downstream apparatus. By means of the disclosure, the SF chip can adapt to different working modes.

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the structure of a cell processing device for an SF chip in an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 3, the embodiment includes:
a receiving module 30 configured to receive a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extract a destination ID of the cell;

a first processing module 32 configured to look up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, to determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell;

a second processing module 34 configured to perform load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap; and

a sending module 36 configured to output the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

When the cell is a multicast cell, the destination ID of the multicast cell is a multicast ID; and the first processing module 32 is specifically configured to: look up an SF1 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode; look up an SF3 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF3 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and look up an SF2 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

Preferably, the second processing module 34 is specifically configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of an output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from the available output links corresponding to each trunk group in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, to obtain the second bitmap in which the available output links are equal to trunk groups in number; and

the sending module 36 is specifically configured to replicate the multicast cell and output a plurality of replicated multicast cells to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

When the cell is a unicast cell, the destination ID of the unicast cell is a unicast ID; and the first processing module 32 is specifically configured to: look up an SF1 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode; look up an SF3 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF3 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and look up an SF2 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

Preferably, the second processing module 34 is specifically configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of the output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from all available output links in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros; and

the sending module 36 is specifically configured to output the unicast cell to the downstream apparatus through the output link.

The SF chip includes the unicast route table for unicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes and the multicast route table for multicast cell table look-up by multiplexing in the two working modes. The two working modes are the SF13 mode and the SF2 mode. After the cell is received by the SF chip, the SF chip can look up a route table according to the working mode of the SF chip, and the destination ID and the input link number of the cell, to determine the bitmap corresponding to the cell, so as to output the cell to the downstream apparatus. By means of the disclosure, the SF chip can adapt to different working modes.

The cell processing method for an SF chip of the disclosure is further described below in conjunction with the drawings. As shown in FIG. 4, the SF chip receives input multicast and unicast cells and an input link number, and sends the unicast cell and the multicast cell out respectively according to the output link number of the unicast cell and according to the output bitmap of the multicast cell in conjunction with working mode configuration information and trunk configuration information of the SF chip. The cell processing method for an SF chip of the disclosure includes:

Step 1: The SF1 chip receives a cell from an upstream apparatus and an input link number of the cell.

Step 2: The SF1 chip determines the type of the cell and extracts a destination ID of the cell.

There are two types of cells: multicast cells and unicast cells. If the cell is the multicast cell, the SF1 chip extracts the multicast ID of the head of the multicast cell. If the cell is the unicast cell, the SF1 chip extracts the destination ID of the head of the unicast cell.

Step 3: The SF1 chip determines a working mode of the SF chip, and looks up a route table according to the working mode and the input link number.

The SF chip can determine the working mode of the SF chip according to the chip working mode configuration information of the SF chip.

As shown in FIG. 5, the multicast route table is a table of 96×8192, and is physically implemented by combining two Random Access Memories (RAMs) with a bit width of 48 bits and a depth of 8 k. In the SF13 mode, the SF chip is logically divided into two parts, which occupy 48 links respectively. Therefore, in the SF13 mode, one of the two RAMs in the multicast route table is occupied in the SF1 mode and the SF3 mode respectively. The left half part occupied in the SF1 mode is referred to as an SF1 multicast route table, and the right half part occupied in the SF3 mode is referred to as an SF3 multicast route table. In the SF2 mode, two RAMs are combined to form a route table, which is referred to as an SF2 multicast route table. In the multicast route table, an address item corresponds to a multicast ID, and a data item corresponds to an alternative output link. Specifically, the number 1 in the Table indicates that the corresponding output link is available. There are 8 k multicast IDs and 96 output links at most. The SF chip can look up the multicast route table according to a found multicast ID.

If the SF chip is in the SF13 mode, the SF1 multicast route table is looked up according to a multicast ID when multicast cells are input from the 0-th link to the 47-th link, and the SF3 multicast route table is looked up when multicast cells are input from the 48-th link to the 95-th link. After the SF1 route table and the SF3 route table are looked up, the bit width of all multicast bitmaps output by the SF chip is 48 bits. If the SF chip is in the SF2 mode, no input link number is distinguished, and the SF chip looks up the SF2 multicast table only according to the multicast ID and outputs a multicast bitmap of 96 bits.

As shown in FIG. 6, the unicast route table is a table of 96×512, and is physically implemented by combining two RAMs with a bit width of 48 bits and a depth of 512. In the unicast route table, an address item corresponds to a unicast ID, and a data item corresponds to an alternative output link. Specifically, the number 1 in the Table indicates that the corresponding output link is available. There are 512 unicast
IDs and 96 output links at most. The SF chip can look up the unicast route table according to a found unicast ID.

If the SF chip is in the SF13 mode, the SF1 unicast route table is looked up according to a unicast ID when unicast cells are input from the 0-th link to the 47-th link, and the SF3 unicast route table is looked up when unicast cells are input from the 48-th link to the 95-th link. After the SF1 route table and the SF3 route table are looked up, the bit width of all unicast bitmaps output by the SF chip is 48 bits. If the SF chip is in the SF2 mode, no input link number is distinguished, and the SF chip looks up the SF2 unicast table only according to the unicast ID without distinguishing the input link number and outputs a unicast bitmap of 96 bits.

Step 4: The SF chip masks the flow control link in the bitmap according to the back pressure condition of the output link, namely, replacing ones in the bitmap having a link back pressure by zeros, and outputs the processed bitmap.

Step 5: Load balancing is performed on the bitmap processed in Step 4 to output the cell.

For the multicast cell, the SF chip balances a load in the trunk groups and selects one available output link from all available output links corresponding to each destination address item of the multicast cell in the multicast bitmap in a polling way in each group; and the multicast cell subjected to the load balancing has the same number of 1 as that of the trunk groups. Then, the SF chip replicates and outputs the multicast cell according to the processed multicast bitmap.

For the unicast cell, the SF chip selects an output link from all available links corresponding to the destination address item of the unicast cell in the unicast bitmap in the polling way, and outputs the unicast cell through the output link.

If no alternative link is found in the load balancing process of Step 5, the output process of the cell is stopped.

Many functional components described herein are referred to as modules, in order to emphasize their unique implementation ways more particularly.

In the embodiments of the disclosure, the modules can be implemented by software, in order to be executed by various processors. For example, an identity executible code module can include one or more physical or logic blocks of computer instructions. For example, a module can be constructed as an object, a process or a function. Even so, the executable codes of the identity module do not need to be located together physically, but can include different instructions stored at different locations. These instructions are combined together logically to construct a module and achieve the objective specified by the module.

Actually, the executable code module can be one or more instructions, and can be even distributed on many different code segments, in different programs and over many storage devices. Likewise, operational data can be identified in the module, be implemented in an appropriate form and be organized in any data structure of appropriate type. The operational data can be collected as a single data set or be distributed at different locations (for example, on different storage devices), and can be at least partially stored on a system or a network only as an electronic signal.

When the modules can be implemented by software, in consideration of the level of the existing hardware process, those skilled in the art can set up a corresponding hardware circuit to implement the corresponding function for the modules which can be implemented by software without considering the cost. The hardware circuit includes a conventional Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) circuit or a gate array, and a conventional semiconductor, such as a logic chip and a transistor, or other discrete components. The modules can be further implemented by a programmable hardware device, such as a field programmable gate array, a programmable array logic and a programmable logic device.

In the embodiment of each method of the disclosure, the serial numbers of various steps are not intended to define a temporal order in which these steps are executed. Any change in the order of executing various steps made by those skilled in the art without paying any creative labour shall fall within the scope of protection of the claims of the disclosure.

The above are only the preferable embodiments of the disclosure. It should be indicated that some modifications and improvements can be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the principle of the disclosure and shall fall within the scope of protection of the claims of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A cell processing method for a Switch Fabric SF chip, comprising:

- providing, in the SF chip, a unicast route table, which is multiplexed in two working modes of an SF13 mode and an SF2 mode and is looked up according to a unicast cell;
- providing, in the SF chip, a multicast route table, which is multiplexed in the two working modes of the SF13 mode and the SF2 mode and is looked up according to a multicast cell;
- receiving, by the SF chip, a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus, and extracting a destination Identifier ID of the cell;
- looking up, by the SF chip, a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, and determining a first bitmap corresponding to the cell; and
- performing, by the SF chip, load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap, and outputting the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the cell is a multicast cell, the destination ID of the multicast cell is a multicast ID, and the step of looking up, by the SF chip, a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, and determining a first bitmap corresponding to the cell comprises:

- looking up, by the SF chip, an SF1 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode;
- looking up, by the SF chip, an SF3 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and
- looking up, by the SF chip, an SF2 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip is the SF2 mode.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of performing, by the SF chip, load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain the second bitmap and outputting the cell to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap comprise:

- replacing, by the SF chip, ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of an output link; selecting, by the SF chip in a polling way, an output link from available output links corresponding to each trunk group in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by
zeros, to obtain the second bitmap in which the available output links are equal to trunk groups in number; and replications, by the SF chip, the multicast cell, and outputting a plurality of replicated multicast cells to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the cell is a unicast cell, the destination ID of the unicast cell is a unicast ID, and the step of looking up, by the SF chip, a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, and determining the first bitmap corresponding to the cell comprises:
looking up, by the SF chip, an SF1 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode; looking up, by the SF chip, an SF3 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and looking up, by the SF chip, an SF2 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step of performing, by the SF chip, load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain the second bitmap and outputting the cell to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap comprises:
replacing, by the SF chip, ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of the output link; and selecting, by the SF chip in a polling way, an output link from all available output links in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, and outputting the unicast cell to the downstream apparatus through the output link.

6. A cell processing device for a Switch Fabric SF chip, wherein the SF chip comprises: a unicast route table, which is multiplexed in two working modes and is looked up according to a unicast cell, and a multicast route table, which is multiplexed in the two working modes and is looked up according to a multicast cell, the two working modes are an SF13 mode and an SF2 mode, and the cell processing device for an SF chip comprises:

a memory configured to store instructions, when executed by a processor, the instructions being configured to receive a cell and an input link number corresponding to the cell from an upstream apparatus and extract a destination identifier ID of the cell; look up a route table according to a working mode of the SF chip, the destination ID and the input link number, and determine a first bitmap corresponding to the cell; perform load balancing on the first bitmap to obtain a second bitmap; and output the cell to a downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

7. The device according to claim 6, wherein when the cell is a multicast cell, the destination ID of the multicast cell is a multicast ID, and the instructions are further configured to:
look up an SF1 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell, and determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode; look up an SF3 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and look up an SF2 multicast route table according to the multicast ID of the cell to determine a multicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein the instructions are further configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of an output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from available output links corresponding to each trunk group in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros, to obtain the second bitmap in which the available output links are equal to trunk groups in number; and the instructions are further configured to replicate the multicast cell and output a plurality of replicated multicast cells to the downstream apparatus according to the second bitmap.

9. The device according to claim 6, wherein when the cell is a unicast cell, the destination ID of the unicast cell is a unicast ID, and the instructions are further configured to:
look up an SF1 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF1 mode; look up an SF3 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 48 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF13 mode and the input link number corresponds to an SF3 mode; and look up an SF2 unicast route table according to the unicast ID of the cell to determine a unicast bitmap with a bit width of 96 bits when the working mode of the SF chip currently is the SF2 mode.

10. The device according to claim 9, wherein the instructions are further configured to replace ones in the first bitmap by zeros according to a back pressure condition of the output link and select, in a polling way, an output link from all available output links in the first bitmap in which ones are replaced by zeros; and the instructions are further configured to output the unicast cell to the downstream apparatus through the output link.

* * * * *